
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

THE POLICE UNCOVERED AFTER 30 YEARS 
 

“The Ultimate Discography of The Police,” researched and written by Jon Messier, 
catalogs the careers of The Police and its members  

 
SEATTLE, WA—APRIL 11, 2007— Just released, an in-depth book featuring 4 decades 
worth of music  by The Police and its members. An Investigation Into The Records Of The 
Police; The Ultimate Discography of Stewart Copeland, Sting, Andy Summers & Henry 
Padovani is now available through Lulu (www.lulu.com), the world’s fastest-growing 
provider of print-on-demand books. 
 
Before The Police, there was Curved Air, Last Exit, and Dantalian's Chariot. Before we ever 
heard the song "Bring On The Night" there was "Carrion Prince." The Ultimate Discography  
is a rare anthology for the serious fan of The Police. This research book strategically looks at 
the entire collection of work created by the members of The Police before, during and after 
their break-up. This reference book covers the music released up to the year 2007. 
 

The Ultimate Discography brings a wealth of information to your fingertips. Inside you'll 
find recording details on thousands of 7" and 12" singles, vinyl albums, CDs, promotional 
items and even 8-track tapes. Learn what video projects, soundtrack work and compilations 
Stewart Copeland, Sting, Andy Summers and Henry Padovani have been involved with 
during their long careers. The guide includes a detailed index which also allows for an easy 
cross-reference to the material. 
 

Jon Messier wrote An Investigation Into The Records Of The Police; The Ultimate 
Discography of Stewart Copeland, Sting, Andy Summers & Henry Padovani to keep track 
of the music that was released by The Police. It began as a simple hobby and grew into a 
passion of more than 600 pages of detailed information. He came to Lulu because he wanted 
to be in control of the publishing process and found Lulu’s print-on-demand tools to be fast, 
easy and, most importantly, free. A distinction that is passed on to the customer through 
reduced retail pric ing. The Ultimate Discography is available for purchase at www.lulu.com. 
 
Link to Publication: http://www.lulu.com/content/721840 
   http://www.myspace.com/thepolicebook 
 
 
ABOUT AUTHOR 
Spending 15 years as a journalist working across the country, Jon Messier put his skills to use and was able to research 
and document a wealth of information on The Police. Before the Internet had really caught on, Jon spent most of his 
research time the old fashioned way; tracking down leads in-person and gathering the information first-hand. It’s this 
attention to detail that sets this discography apart from other similar books. 
 
ABOUT LULU 
Founded in 2002, Lulu is the world’s fastest-growing print-on-demand marketplace for digital do-it-yourselfers.   
Please see www.lulu.com for more information. 
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MEDIA CONTACT: Jon Messier, thepolicebook@gmail.com, if you need graphics for 
your website , please let me know and we can email them to you. 


